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3M PF340W2E display privacy filters Frameless display privacy
filter 86.4 cm (34")

Brand : 3M Product code: PF340W2E

Product name : PF340W2E

3M™ Privacy Filter for 34in Full Screen Monitor, 21:9, PF340W2E

3M PF340W2E display privacy filters Frameless display privacy filter 86.4 cm (34"):

3M™ Privacy Filters provide world-class "black out" privacy from side views outside the 60-degree
viewing angle, while creating an excellent viewing experience from straight on views. Designed for full
screen monitors with flat glass displays, these privacy filters are reversible between a glossy side and a
glare-reducing matte side that helps reduce reflections and hide fingerprints, so you can enjoy pristine
image clarity.
3M PF340W2E. Maximum screen size: 86.4 cm (34"). Aspect ratio: 21:9. Suitable for: Monitor, Type:
Frameless display privacy filter. Protection features: Scratch-resistant. Weight: 176.9010243 g

Design

Suitable for * Monitor
Type * Frameless display privacy filter
Product colour Black

Features

Display filter features * Anti-glare, Privacy
Display types supported * LCD
Aspect ratio 21:9
Widescreen
Scratch-resistant
Protection features Scratch-resistant
Durable screen protection
Privacy filtering orientation Landscape
Touchscreen compatible
Blue light filter

Ergonomics

Maximum screen size * 86.4 cm (34")

Weight & dimensions

Width 817 mm
Height 346 mm
Width (imperial) 79.5 cm (31.3")
Height (imperial) 34 cm (13.4")
Weight 176.9010243 g

Packaging data

Package width 863.6 mm
Package depth 3.05 mm
Package height 406.4 mm
Package weight 742.98430206 g

Technical details

Pallet net height 96 cm
Pallet net length 121.9 cm
Pallet net width 106.7 cm
Pallet net weight 38.9 kg
Pallet weight (EU) 215 kg
Products per pallet (EU) 220 pc(s)

Logistics data

Shipping (inner) case width 41.9 cm
Shipping (inner) case length 87.6 cm
Shipping (inner) case height 4.92 cm
Shipping (inner) case gross weight 4.53 kg
Shipping (inner) case net weight 884.5051215 g
Products per shipping (inner) case 5 pc(s)
Shipping (inner) case GTIN
(EAN/UPC) 51128007518
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